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Although the OPEC oil embargo was lifted in March 1974, its effects raged through the '75 model year, affecting all models, including the 1975 Old Teenage Cutter. Fuel economy loomed great product decisions for everything from powertrain tires. In addition, though, the embargo's inflationary momentum
hurts the overall economy, auto sales included. Swiveling bucket seats were an option in the 1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe. The standard power team for most Cutlass models became Chevrolet's 105-BHP, 250-cid inline six and three-speed manual gearbox. The base engine cabin was the
new 260-cid V-8, essentially a small bore version of the 350 that Olds engineers whipped up after a few months of urging acting department general manager Bill Buxton. Fed with a two-barrel carb and mated to Turbo Hydra-matic, the 110-BHP engine was available for other coupes and sedans. Only
wagons saved 350 cubes in the V-8 and automatically as standard. This pairing, too, was mandatory for all other models. Even then, 350 and optional 455 V-8s were scaled back to 170 and 190 zS, respectively. The impact showed. In the Motor Trend test of the 350-powered '75 Supreme Coupe, 60 mph
arrived in 11.65 seconds; the quarter mile was laggard 18 seconds at 78.67 mph. Oldsmobile's fixation on gas mileage was not limited to engines. Throughout the cut-off across the board, an economic-minded 2.73:1 rear axle was used. Steel strap radial tires were also standardized on intermediates,
partly due to their reduced rolling resistance. Optional air conditioners came with economy mode, which cut out the compressor under certain conditions to reduce the drag on the engine. There was even an available dash-mounted economic counter for those interested to know when their right foot was
resting heavy on the accelerator. The U.S. government posted figures for Cutlass engines were 16 mpg in the city and 21 mpg on the highway for six, 15/19 for the 260 V-8, 15/20 for 350 (14/19 wagon), and 13/19 for 455. The auto industry is struggling to achieve better fuel economy, but in the middle of
meeting stricter federal regulations on exhaust emissions. The latest weapon in this fight was the catalytic converter that Oldsmobile put on all its 1975 models. As explained in the sharing press release: Catalytic converter is an emission control device that is added to the exhaust system to reduce
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide pollutants in the exhaust stream. It contains one eighth-inch diameter beads coated with a platinum-paladium catalyst that accelerates the oxidation process and reduces most unburnt hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide water vapour and carbon dioxide gas. The
system included stainless steel exhaust pipes expected to last 50,000 miles. Unleaded fuel was needed. Engineering was with former Oldsmobile chief engineer (and future GM president) Robert Stempel, whose company's president Ed Cole made over to the corporate side to develop the converter. From
the styling point of view of the interior (now full series), the highest and wagons and cutlass/cutlass S. On all, vertical turning lamps were located at the outer edges of the grid sections. Secondary lights were not subject to the same limitations as the lights, Casillo said, so designers had much more
flexibility to be creative. Taillights for Cutlass and S were two too and below the theme; The higher and the salon had a vertical side-by-side theme. Higher coupes adopted swivel bucket seats as an option, but with a twist. Reversible inserts allow owners to switch between vinyl and fabric finish, a gimmick
that lasted only one year. The Hurst/Olds coupe continued to be available, again with a choice of 350- or 455-cid V-8s. (As a sign of the times, 350 edged aside 455 in popularity.) This time, though, H/O was built on Cutlass Supreme Authority and featured standard Hurst/Hatch removable roof panels. The
2536 built turned out to be the last Hurst/Oldses until 1979. Oldsmobiles kits – incorporating a new subcompact Starfire hatchback – inched up '75 to 9,506 units to 628,902, enough to finish third again. However, Cutlass's order shot back up to 319,531. The intermediate line now accounted for more than
half of the Oldsmobile model's annual production – even if only with a fraction. One unmistakable truth about Cutlass was the appeal of its formal roof coupes. Model in the year 1975, two-door Salon and Supreme combined 58.8 percent of Cutlass production and 30.2 percent of all Oldsmobiles made. For
more information about cars, see: Advertising Number two on Lansing's 1980s hit parade was midsize Cutlass, which included two distinct lines: the sequels to the 1978-vintage rear-drive series and its erstwhile front-drive successor-body Cutlass Ciera, the new '82. Each accounted for the top of 200,000-
300,000 sales in their best years. Rear-wheel drive cutlass coupes received an oblique-nosed aero facelift in 1981 (similar to full-size cars in the 1980s redo). The model years of 1983 and '87 saw the end of the Cutlass wagon and sedan, respectively. The two-door was made by composite headlights 86.
Signaling the imminent arrival of the new front-drive Cutlass Supreme, the rear drive of the '88s - produced in the short term - was renamed the Supreme Classic. Advertising interest collectors are a trio of low-volume, period muscle car revivals based on the rear-driven Cutlass coupe: the 15th anniversary
of the Hurst/Olds memorial in 1983, similar to the 1984 follow-up, and the reborn 4-4-2 option package offered in 1985-87. H/Os wore special badging and modest decklid spoilers. All three packed in four barrels, version of Oldsmobile's 307-CID small block V-8 (ZPS 170 1987) and was pretty fast. Their
mild engine tuning would have seemed ridiculous in the '60s, but none was associated with corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) these days. CAFE was a definite motivation for smaller midsize olds, Cutlass Ciera. It was expected to be similar to Buick's new-wave Century, derived from the front-drive
company's X-car compact and originally offered as a notchback coupe and saloon; glass-hatch wagons arrived in 1984. The engine selection included the standard Pontiac-built 151-CID four-cylinder, 181-cube gas V-6, and 262 diesel V-6. In mid-1986, the Ciera coupe got a smoother, slightly shortened
roof line. The sedan got similarly rounded lighting in 1989, when the new 160-BHP 3.3-liter V-6 replaced the 231-cid Buick V-6 selection since '85. The rear-drive Cutlass and front drive ciera usually offered a choice of plain and fancy finish (it is usually dubbed Brougham). There were also sports versions:
GT and European-style ES Cieras until 1987, as well as Calais and Salon Cutlass coupes – all with a strengthened suspension and less traditional interior. From 1988, the enthusiast's Ciera was retitled in the International Series, but retained the usual black finish exterior finish, a larger wheel/tire
package, and a special body addenda (front and rear spoilers, later matched with a rocking panel skirt). For more on defunct American cars, see: AMCDuesenbergPlymouthStudebakerTucker Market began to fragment soon after the dawn of the new decade, and Lansing responded with others making
issuing a variety of new Oldsmobile models. Most sell very well. The division never fell below the seventh sector of production in those years and lasted even a fourth, rising from about 347,000 cars produced in the 1960s to 635,000 by the end of the decade. The olds jumped on the 1961 bandwagon for
the upscale compacts with a fielding F-85, which along with later Cutlass variations saw steadily higher annual production until 1968. Advertising This reflected the attenuous product's relevance to customers' tastes: small V-8s from 1961 to 1962, larger compacts with an additional V-6 from 1964 to 1965,
a high-performance 4-4-2 series from 1964. Each year's junior Olds line was always right on the money. Department of standard size cars also sell consistently well. The F-85 was one of GM's second wave compacts, evolved along with the Buick Special and Pontiac Tempest from Chevrolet's rear engine
in the 1960s in Corvair. Thus, all were the first generation Corvair's basic Y-body platform, albeit redesigned in orthodox front-end engine/rear-drive format. Tempest, with its curved shaft and rear transaxle, was the most radical of the B-O-P trio. Specifically, F-85 was resolutely common. Both made an all-
new, all-aluminum Buick-built V-8 of 215 cid and 155 ZPS, which gave a reasonable go (typical 0-60 mph: 13 seconds) and (18 mpg). In appearance, the Olds were a bit cleaner than the Buick, with a simpler front end (a small-scale rendition of that face of the big-olds), but the same sculpted bodysides
and crisp roofline. Naming the F-85 was a minor problem. Starfire was the first choice, but seemed to denote a large sporty car as it was in the past (and eventually again in '61.) Rockette was rejected for projecting an unwanted image of Radio City Music Hall dancers. The final choice looked like a
corvette-like F-88 show car in 1954, with 85 selected to avoid mixing with the big 88s. The F-85 originally offered a four-door sedan and hatchback four-door wagon standard and Deluxe trim with a $2,300-$2,900 price difference. All eded finishing 112-inch wheelbase. At the middle of the year came a
couple of coupes, including a $2,621 work with a bucket of seats and a luxury interior called Cutlass, a name that would eventually replace the F-85. Base and Cutlass convertibles bowed in 1962. All '62 Cutlasses offered a 185-ZS Power-Pack V-8, but greater interest surrounds another new derivation. It
was the turbo Jetfire hardtop coupe that shared honors with Chevy's 1962 Corvair Monza Spyder as America's first large-scale turbocar. With a blower, the Jetfire V-8 churned out a healthy 215 zs – long blessed 1 zs per cu. in. ideal - but a carbon buildup with a certain category of fuel requires an
unusual water injection system (actually, a water/alcohol mixture). Although the Jetfire was very fast (0-60 mph in about 8.5 seconds, at a maximum speed of around 107 mph), the water injection proved unreliable. As a result, olds abandoned turbos in 1964 in favor of the conventional 330-cid V-8 230-
290 zS; At the same time, Buick's new 155-BHP 225-CID V-6 became the base power of the F-85 line. The compact Oldsmobiles rose to medium size after 1963, with GM considering the huge sales generated by Ford's 1962-63 Fairlane. The wheelbase went to 115 inches when cutlass holiday hardtop
coupes were added. For the '68, the line was divided into a 112-inch wheelbase for two-door models and a 116-inch wheelbase four-door. Style improved over time. The original look became squarer and more important than the '63. '64s were bulkier but still very clean, with an even closer resence to the
great Oldsmobiles. Straight beltlines gave more flowing Coke bottle cones in '66 when models re-expanded using hardtop sedan cutlass and F-85 Deluxe trim. The look began to get cluttered again after '68, with busier grilles and sometimes clumsy vinyl tops. For more on the defunct American cars, see:
AMCDuesenbergPlymouthStudebakerTucker AMCDuesenbergPlymouthStudebakerTucker
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